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H&K RECEIVES SPOTLIGHT IN NATIONAL NEWS PUBLICATION 
 
Skippack, PA - The H&K Group (H&K) is proud to announce that our Family of Companies has been 
prominently featured in the December ‘18 – January ‘19 issue of Construction in Focus Magazine, a 
national publication powered by Focus Media Group. 
 
Entitled “A Milestone & A Stepping Stone,” this piece highlights the principles that serve as the through 
line connecting our prosperous past to an even brighter future.  H&K Group, Inc. Vice President & 
Secretary, John R. “Johnny” Kibblehouse, Jr. and Public Relations & Marketing Director, Tony Jeremias, 
offered insight into how these defining H&K Group ideals and practices have fostered a sustainable 
blueprint for prosperity. 
 
The article paints a portrait of The H&K Group’s growth, touching on elements of the past, present and 
future.  How the company has valued its staff since its inception in 1968, and how viewing our people as 
H&K’s greatest asset has led to tremendous growth, is a significant point of conversation.  With eyes to 
the future, the piece also articulates recent developments such as winning our largest-ever construction 
project bid, and how the events on the horizon will reinforce H&K’s already sterling legacy.  Please find “A 
Milestone & A Stepping Stone,” and the entire issue of Construction in Focus by clicking here. The article 
is also shared on The H&K Group’s Facebook and LinkedIn pages. 
 
Construction in Focus delivers a comprehensive view of the construction industry, keeping readers up to 
date on the latest news in the industry and highlighting the nation’s leading construction, design and 
architectural firms.  Their desire to conduct in-depth interviews and uncover the true success stories in 
the field afforded The H&K Group the great opportunity to be the feature of this article. 
 
H&K and The H&K Group Family of Companies provide heavy civil contracting and construction services, 
construction and building materials and associated ancillary services through 85 operations in three states 
including eastern PA, NJ and DE.  Further information on H&K Group, Inc. or The H&K Group Family of 
Companies may be found at www.hkgroup.com or by calling 610.584.8500. 
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